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Submitted by Dennis Deavenport 

Five Easy Pieces 

An Odyssey of Images and Tales from 

Melissa Kaye, David McCracken, Kay Collier, Martin Daniels, and Lance Glowacki 
 

August’s program takes us on a journey to the favorite memories from 5 of our members through their images and stories.  

Melissa Kaye, David McCracken, Kay Collier, Martin Daniels, and Lance Glowacki will take time to show us some of the pic-

tures that make them smile and bring back some of their best memories.  Each image has its own story about where they 

were when it was taken and what was going on at the time.  In addition, we’ll find out what equipment they were using and 

how they were using it. 

Think of those special times when it all came together and you were there with your camera set and ready to capture it for all 

to enjoy.  Well this is the time to experience their best work and hear their stories.  It’s a simple format but one that I’m sure 

will be very satisfying.   

For Melissa, David, and Martin, this will be their first opportunity to participate actively in a HUPS program.  Lance and Kay 

have been front and center before and you can count on them to liven up the room and give us some laughs and nods of 

approval.   

Moody Gardens on Ice 
We’ve heard that our annual swap out of pictures at Moody Gardens’ Aquarium has hit a speed bump due to big changes at 

the pyramid.  Bess Bright and her committee have selected 32 images that were originally going to be used to replace the 

ones that have been on display since last year.  At the request of the people at Moody Gardens, we will be delaying the in-

stallation until December.   

 

The 20 general subject and 12 theme pictures have been selected and it’s time to let you see them.  The special theme this 

year is Nudibranchs and we have an amazing variety of these colorful critters to show the world.  As usual the “General Wall” 

images cover a lot of underwater territory from the big to the small.  The one thing that they all have in common is that they’

re all excellent.  By design, we do our best to select images from as many members as we can.   

 

Things are changing at Moody Gardens and we really aren’t sure what the future will bring.  However, we’ve been assured 

that there will be a place for our work in the future. 

Craig Beasley 

Kandace Heimer 

John Van Atta Martin Daniels 

http://www.hups.org/
http://www.hups.org/
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HUPS’ PRESIDENT’S PAGE- 21 WAYS TO FLOOD YOUR CAMERA  

Submitted  by Russell Ramsey 

I would like to thank Ken Knezick for his stunning presentation at last month’s meeting on “Learning How 

to Make Better Underwater Images”. As they would say at a concert or play, the house was sold out. The talk was 

entertaining and full of information all of us can use in both our land and underwater photography. 

 

The HUPS Moody Gardens Aquarium Photography Wall is being removed due to a renova-

tion project that will close the MG Aquarium from August 15 th to Nov. 14 th. HUPS’ plan is to re-

move the existing photos and dismantle them from their frames at Moody Gardens August 15 th 

beginning at 10 AM. HUPS will then wait until it is determined if the renovation project is on 

schedule before rehanging the newly chosen photos Saturday November 14 th for the Thanksgiv-

ing/Christmas season. Those photos will then be removed again Saturday Jan. 9, 2016 for the 

continuing renovation. If we get the go ahead from MG for the summer 2016 season, those same 

photos taken down in January will be rehung at a date to be determined. Those of you interested 

in the removal, rehanging and 2 nd removal, please contact Bess, Dennis, Tom, or Debbie.  

 A reminder that our third workshop pertaining to the Pro Show Gold and Producer is scheduled for August 

22nd.  Please mark your calendars for this remaining workshop which I am sure will be well attended.   

 

The HUPS Fall trip to Bonaire is scheduled for October 15-25th, 2015. Please contact Jim or Debbie  

Mensay if you have signed up, paid your initial deposit but have not yet made your final payments for this trip as 

same is due at our August 3rd meeting.  

The DAN BASIC LIFE SUPPORT COURSE is scheduled for the practical portion of the course pertaining to Basic 

First Aid, CPR and AED training August 6th and 7th at the Auditorium in the Bayland Community Center. The prac-

tical portion of the course is limited to 12 persons per class and you must sign up with Carl Griffing, Jr. c/o 

Carl@caveandtechdiving.com and pay your $40 course fee through a Pay Pal account. You will then be sent in-

structions to download the DAN sponsored on line portion of the course to read and review before the practical 

or hands on classes scheduled for Thursday August 6th  and Friday August 7th  beginning at 5 PM through 9 pm. 

We decided upon the DAN sponsored CPR course as it was more comprehensive and pertinent to what we do –

dive and take underwater photographs. It was also much cheaper than the Red Cross CPR course. 

 

In last month’s Newsletter, I wrote an article concerning other underwater club’s Newsletters and what 

they contained. One of the topics in the Northern California Underwater Photographic Society newsletter con-

cerned camera flooding. In Ken’s talk last month, he mentioned causing someone to flood their camera when he 

called out to those still on the shore that he had found a “baby blue ring octopus”. Someone hurriedly changed 

the lens and camera port, jumped into the water without fully inspecting the camera and, guess what - the cam-

era flooded. As I also have flooded both a camera and a strobe and seen several members of HUPS do the 

same, I thought it would be educational to try and detail a number of ways a camera can flood. This list is, in re-

ality, a way to prevent flooding your camera.  

 

http://www.hups.org/
mailto:Carl@caveandtechdiving.com
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Twenty One Ways to Flood Your Camera 

 

1.  Beginning to assemble your underwater camera gear when the boat will be leaving in 15 minutes. 

2.   Using wrong O-ring grease, too much grease or no grease at all. Usually each type of strobe, camera housing or 

underwater camera has grease specifically formulated for that piece of equipment’s O-rings 

3.   Not inspecting O-rings not once but twice before closing back or installing ports to underwater housing. DO THIS 

EVERY TIME AND USE A MAGNIFYING GLASS. 

4.   Failing to remove sand grains, hair, dirt or other debris on the O-rings. 

5.   Leaving the O-rings out of the underwater camera, housing or strobe when reassembling. 

6.   Failing to insure strobe connections to camera, underwater housing and strobe itself are tight and snug. 

7.   Distractions while assembling camera, housing, ports, strobes or greasing O-rings. 

8.   Setting up the camera in the parking lot, tailgate of your vehicle, on the dive boat or dock. 

9.   Having imbibed too much before setting up your camera gear for the next day’s shoot. 

10. Using the latches to close the back of your housing –Close the back with your hand or fingers and then latch it. 

11. Using cotton swabs to clean out crevices and O-ring tracks- use foam swabs from Radio Shack or somewhere 

else if local Radio Shack has closed. 

12. Using sharp tools to remove O-rings (dental or pecan picks). 

13. Failing to wash hands before servicing equipment as a thorough washing removes dirt, lint, hairs, skin dander and 

all manner of things you probably cannot see. 

14. Failing to do a long soak and O-ring service when you arrive home from your trip. 

15. Using a short tag line to hang your camera over the side of the boat or dock and it gets dinged by side of boat or 

dock bulkhead. 

16. Flooding seems to run in pairs so if you flooded your camera, determine what caused the flood before you take a 

second camera in the water. 

17. Letting someone else service your camera equipment when you are not present. 

18. Assembling camera equipment while still wet and dripping water into the camera, housing or strobe. 

19. Failing to test the underwater camera, underwater housing and/or strobes in freshwater rinse bucket to insure no 

bubbling is coming from your equipment. 

20. Jumping into the water with your camera gear from the dock or boat. Let someone hand it down to you or lower it 

on a rope to someone already in the water. 

21. Thinking –“This can’t happen to me”. 

 

Now what do you do if you flood your camera or other piece of underwater equipment? According to Stephen Frink, 

in what he calls “Flood First Aid” in his article “My Camera Flooded, - Now What?” and  was the correct thing to do when 

using a film camera such as the Nikonos V and in another of his articles entitled, “Fear of Flooding”, the things to do, other 

than removing the film, still holds true today: 

1.   Turn off the power to the piece of equipment as soon as you realize there is a flood. 

2.   Turn off the strobe 

3.   Keep the camera upright and tilted slightly back to keep the water in hopefully a non-damaging area.  

4.   Keep the housing level once on land or on the boat so water does not slosh around. 

5.   Rinse the piece of equipment (Housing, underwater camera, strobe or light) in fresh water. 

6.   Open the housing carefully and have towels to sop up excess water. Dry carefully. If a massive flood occurred 

give the inside of the housing a freshwater rinse after removal of any batteries inside the housing. Try to avoid 

getting moisture on or in the electrical connections, i.e. hot-shoe connections, if possible. If only a slight water 

intrusion dab dry both the salt water and the freshwater rinsed area. 

 

While I am sure there are other flooding possibilities, other than the ones listed above, and many more remedial 

measures one can take, I hope this list is of some assistance and will prevent the loss of valuable photographic equipment.   

Let’s keep that camera dry and with that thought in mind,  

Keep on diving! 

Russell Ramsey 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.hups.org/
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Submitted by Lance Glowacki 

 

DAN Basic Life Support  - CPR and More 

Submitted by Mike Greuter/Russell Ramsey 

  

Mike Greuter spoke with Carl Griffing who can teach the *DAN Basic Life Support Course *consisting of *Primary 

First Aid, CPR and AED* instruction. The date has been set, August 6 and 7th at Bayland Community Center 

from 5-9 p.m. for CPR Class.  The cost of the course is $40 and will require on line teaching plus the practical 

application. The sign up sheet will be at the July 6th meeting and you will be instructed on how to complete the 

on line portion of the course.  Join Us! 

Proshow Gold Tips and Hints Workshop -  August 22nd 1:00 p.m.— 3:00 p.m. Bayland Community Center 

Dennis Deavenport will be hosting a work shop on how to use the slideshow creation software Proshow Gold.  

As a bonus: A upgrade or full version of Pro Show Producer will be given away at the workshop.   

  

If you would like to sign up for any of the workshops you can do this at the next few meetings or on facebook. 

  

 BOD Meeting at 5:30 July 6th before the meeting.  If you are on the Board please 

plan to attend or let Russell know if for some reason you are not able to make it. 

http://www.hups.org/
http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=cpr+images&view=detailv2&&&id=EFEE3C0A07D8AAEE78695FA4B73C540682562A55&selectedIndex=9&ccid=6%2bN8BUYM&simid=608025773213027824&thid=JN.hUMGDxdDUz3Kxfvv8ivZ%2bA
https://www.facebook.com/dennis.deavenport
https://www.facebook.com/groups/174168478778/events/
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Seven Texas Gulf Coast Council (TGCC) Memorial College Scholarships were awarded on July 9th.  These 

awards were made possible by the contributions of the TGCC (in memory of Michael Szewczyk), the Houston 

Underwater Club (in support of the local dive community), HUPS (in memory of Greg Grimes, Anne Millioud & 

John Petty), Alicia Grimes (in memory of Greg Grimes) and Linda Petty (in memory of John Petty).  

 

The following were the recipients (Name – Award – Club – School – Class, degree goal): 

 

·    Sydney Hickerson -     $2,000, TGCC, West Texas A&M University, Sophomore,  Pre-Veterinary Medicine. 

·    Christa Landowski -    $1,000, CHUM, Texas A&M Health Science Center College of Medicine, Doctorate 

Candidate, Medial degree. 

·    Margart Torgeson -     $500, BAD, University of Texas in San Antonio, Freshman, Liberal Arts. 

·    Amber Valentino -     $500, Lunarfins, College of the Mainland, Freshman, plans to study medicine. 

·    Clayton Herring -    $200, HUPS/Lunarfins, Mississippi State University, Sophomore, Business Administration. 

·    Cole Herring -     $200, HUPS/Lunarfins, Mississippi State University, Sophomore, Business Administration. 

·    Marissa Wildey -    $200. Lunarfins, Alvin Community College, Freshman, Looking at the Medical field 

 

Take care, 

 

Frank 

  

 

Novice 
1st Martin Daniels 

2nd Martin Daniels 

3rd Martin Daniels 

3rd Sorrell Warren 

3rd Kevin Crofoot 

Intermediate 
1st Lance Glowacki 

2nd Bess Bright 

3rd Bess Bright 

Advanced 
1st Dennis Deavenport 

2nd  Dennis Deavenport 

2nd Jim Mensay (x2) 

3rd Jim Mensat 

TGCC Memorial College Scholarship Report 

Submitted by Frank Burek 

http://www.hups.org/
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Tales from the Old Salt—John Anderson 

The Old Salt would like to share with you the great memories that he has had about diving how his family also began to love 

the ocean in all its different aspects. 

 

But first I need to set the stage as to when I started to love the sea besides its basic beauty of its marine life, and some of 

the people that I had the privilege to know and to dive with that helped me to further my love of the sea.  My friends Harold 

and Joan Lofton, Fred Brooks and George Birrer are people that we both have shared so many diving tails that when we get 

together a lot of our conversation is do you remember the time that we. During that time some of the diving problems that 

happened to me or them that were dangerous. One thing that sums up the issue is “the Sea is always in control”. She may be 

serene one moment and the next completely devastating. When I say the sea I am also including many of the different marine 

animals that are poisonous or hazardous to man. When you are at sea you think that you have everything under control, but 

think again because the controllable can turn into the uncontrollable in an instant. For example, when I was diving with my 

buddy in a remote area of Mexico, he was stung by a Pacific Man of War which is the cousin to the Portuguese Man of War. 

He was stung around the neck which caused him to lose consciousness. Any type of medical help was many hours away. I 

had 3 different US Navy books about venomous marine animals of the sea which helped me a lot in treating him. Another time 

also in a remote area of Vietnam a Yellow Bellied Sea Snake without any provocation bit the diver I was with because I guess 

the snake did not like the diver’s looks.  He had to be evacuated for treatment to save his life. I heard rumors that with treat-

ment he completely survived but rumors only because there was a war going on. 

 

There was another memory that I would like to also mention that happened in southern California. A friend and I were spear 

fishing and my friend speared a ray about 3 feet long. I do not know why he did this but after dragging the ray ashore he 

grabbed the metal spear shaft that was sticking out of the ray and immediately he was knocked to the ground by an electric 

shock. Now you knew this ray was an Electric Ray. If this had happened while he was actually diving he might not gotten off 

so easily. 

 

One time I was diving at Redondo Beach, California in a “no boat restricted area” a speed boat ran over me. At that time I 

had no idea what had hit me with such force. I thought I had been bitten by a shark because my neoprene wet suit was badly 

torn and my arm was bleeding. As the boat owner motored over to me I said, “Please get me out of the water” because a 

shark just hit me”. The boat owner said no, I just run over you. You may think this is funny but I was happy because I was not 

going to be a shark’s dinner. A few months before I had been diving where the sharks were really grumpy and I had to use my 

underwater camera housing to bump the sharks away. This area had all of the Requiem type of sharks like the Great White, 

Tiger and also very large Hammer Heads. 

 

I would like to give you a sampling of the different happenings that I have had while on the surface or under the surface or 

just adjacent to the ocean from the age of 18 to my present age of 84. With these experiences I need to ask a question why 

anyone would pick this as a hobby unless they had a screw loose.  I now will try to explain why I became so completely cap-

tivated with the beauty and all of the sea’s different personalities. 

 

http://www.hups.org/
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I was born in Los Angeles, California and when I was about 7 years of age my grandmother was living and working on Catali-

na Island. Catalina is about 18 miles off the coast of Los Angeles. My family used to go there during the end of the summer 

season because then we had a free place to stay. When one of the large ships that made daily trips to the Island in the sum-

mer they would maneuver the ship to a pier and dock. The resident island boys would jump into the water by the ship and yell 

for the people lined up getting ready to go ashore to throw them a coin. The boy’s would dive down and retrieve the coin in 

the very clear ocean water. I had a cheap set of swimming goggles that leaked water but I tried to copy them by standing in a 

crouched position in shallow water acting like I was in deep water and yelling for someone to throw me a  

coin. One person saw me in the crouched position and said “what are you trying to do, acting like you are in deep water”? I 

did not answer him but after a few minutes he threw me a coin because he probably felt sorry for me. With that coin I re-

ceived even though the water temperature was in the low 70s it made me feel great. I stayed for hours in the cold water be-

cause I wanted another coin as other ships docked. This was really my first prolonged exposure to cold ocean water. 

 

Now we will jump ahead to when I was about 17 years old and I was offered a ride to the beach at Corona Del Mar which is 

on the California coast and about 40 miles from the City of Los Angeles. When I arrived at the beach there were about 8 boys 

huddled next to a big raging bonfire. These boys all had on Long John underwear on, and were wearing heavy socks on their 

feet and were shivering uncontrollably. You may wonder why they wore socks on their feet and the reason was that they did 

not have any rubber booties. After a while a few of them picked up their swim fins, mask, snorkel, gunnysack, inner tube and 

their pole spear and headed into the ocean’s ‘surf. I thought this was crazy, but as I watched in fascination as they were be-

ing tossed around in the surf heading towards deeper water, I thought I could do that. I had never tried to do a lot of swim-

ming and especially in such cold water for that day the water was in the high 60s. I started planning the next opportunity I 

might find a ride to Corona Del Mar beach, but then I would have everything that I would need. I bought a new pair of Duck 

Feet Swim Fins for about $15 and a used no- purge type mask and a snorkel for another $15.My father had a pair of Long 

John’s underwear or Union Suit that had a trapdoor, and an inner tube and a gunny sack to hold my catch if I was lucky. I 

found a round wood pole about five feet long to which I attached some surgical gum rubber tubing to give the pole some 

thrust. I had a very large treble fish hook that I straightened and attached to the wood pole so now I had a spear pole. A 

month later I found a ride to that beach and I was prepared with my own dive equipment. Before I forget, the Long Johns 

helped in two ways: first in the protection from the scrapes and cuts on the rocks, and second to somewhat help in retaining 

your body heat that your body produces which was not a lot. I found out that day that it is strictly a mental process to be able 

to tolerate such cold water for 30 minutes or less when you start to shiver uncontrollably and you know that hypothermia is at 

hand, when the temperature is in the 50s and 60s and when your body starts to shake and you are making a noise  

with your teeth that sound like castanets, as I said before hypothermia is approaching and you need to get out of the water. I 

have said enough about the different aspects of diving so I now want to concentrate on the positive effects in sharing the 

great experience of the ocean with my family. When I left the US Navy I was a very active diver so in civilian life I actually dove 

often, because I was less than 30 miles from a dive site. I really love just being underwater. I even enjoy diving when the div-

ing visibility is only a foot but needless to say I was doing salvage and being paid. 

 

In the 50s there was no really recognized SCUBA Certification origination so all you would need was $150. I don’t remember 

any actual dive shops until 1956 but just a sporting goods store that sold a few tanks. For the $150 they would give you a US 

Divers DA Regulator and a steel 72cu. ft. tank that had canvas straps to hold the tank to your back. Then the only thing that 

you needed was some lead weights and a belt. The tank and regulator had a bad habit as you were entering or  

exiting the surf to bang you in the head. There were no BCs then but there were Mae West-type snorkeling vest. There were 

no tank pressure gauges but you did have aJ-27 valve that let you know when you were getting low on air pressure by a re-

stricted orifice valve on the tank. You would pulled down the J-27rodand then have a little more of additional air. The J-27 

had a big problem that if the rod accidentally got knocked down before you needed it you were out of luck which  

happened to me when I was very deep and remember, no BC.  

http://www.hups.org/
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Some of the early dive stores offered a somewhat instructional course so they could sell tanks and regulators. I believe 

the Los Angeles County offered about the first recognized diving certificate that was offered .I had at least two different 

Diving Certification cards and they did not  

recognize my NAUI card so I had to take their L.A. County Certification Course. I needed the permit to continue my 

commercial diving in the Los Angeles Harbor which I had been doing for more than a couple of years. 

 

Most of us who had picked up the hobby usually started off by free diving which is without SCUBA gear which was fairly 

cheap. Today the gear is a lot more advanced and so is the cost especially if you go into SCUBA and If you advance to 

Underwater Photography the cost then makes a quantum jump. This is especially meaningful if you raising a family. 

 

When I met my wife Lee, she immediately fell in love with the sea and maybe that is why we had so much in common. I 

was a very active diver like I said and Lee also wanted to discover the thrill that I was experiencing in the ocean so I 

found her a dry suit like mine. Before foam neoprene rubber the only thing that was available was a dry suit that are not 

like the dry suits today. Those dry suits were like a thin rubber glove that you wear with long underwear. My wife Lee 

would snorkel thorough the surf with her fins and hang onto the inner tube. She stayed on the surface while I was diving. 

I would surface about every 15 minutes to make sure that she was all right. 

 

We were living in the Los Angeles, California area, and I had 3 weeks of vacation we found a great place to vacation in 

Mexico .It was called San Carlos, which is located on the ocean in the Gulf of California and about 35 miles from the 

City of Guaymas, Mexico. Driving there was an experience in itself because the road, if you could call it that, was filled 

with potholes and soft sand. I remember on one trip to Guaymas our truck blew out four good truck tires. We found that 

it was a great place to take the family because it was not yet a spoiled area probably because of the crash bang road 

that had kept the people away. When we drove to San Carlos, we brought our 19 ft. boat and trailer. The trailer besides 

carrying the boat, was a great place to carry all of our camping, snorkeling and diving When we decided to get married 

and have children we both made the decision that we wanted our children to experience that love of the ocean that we 

now both share .Lee advanced in her diving ability so we started to travel in some very remote areas of Mexico. We were 

collecting marine specimens, just the two of us using two Hookah units not SCUBA that day in collecting of marine 

specimens to save out Scuba tanks air. A Hookah unit is low pressure “oil-less” diaphragm air compressor that is driven 

by a gasoline engine.  

 

This unite did n/ot have any /backup air supply so when the gasoline engine stopped so did your air supply, but instant-

ly. We were diving in about 25 foot of water but we had taken off our swim fins so we could actually walk on the bottom 

because of the reef’s structure. We were carrying over 30 pounds of weights that helped us to actually walk on the bot-

tom. Remember this was before the BC but we did have a snorkeling vest. I remember that day when the Hookah motor 

ran out of gas because of the dead silence that followed where the engine seemed to scream, “No air”! Finally after 

ditching my weight belt and getting to the surface I thought my wife Lee would not make it. She made it to the surface 

and said that was quite an experience gear. After a time going there, even though it was still difficult to get to, I found 

an electrical power source so we brought a freezer full of food from home that we ate with 4 the fish we caught or 

speared, helped to round out our diet. The extra fish we got we would freeze and bring back to eat. Our family just loved 

the area but what they really loved was the big adventure. We brought our own tank compressor because an air filling 

station was more than 50 miles one away and on that bad road. 

http://www.hups.org/
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A snapshot of some of our experiences: we saw many times huge schools of porpoise hundreds of yards wide 

and some had their young. My wife Lee and my daughter’s Donna and Karen were playing in the clear water in a 

cove when my son Ken screamed, “shark”. I asked him if there were 2 sharks swimming side by side? He said 

yes, so I said it’s the tips of the wings of a giant Manta Ray. These rays looked to be larger than 8 feet across 

when they would jump out of the water and fall on their backs in trying to rid themselves of sea lice. I tried taking 

some close movies which looked like I was filming a moving garage they were so big. One day as we drifted into 

a protected cove and my son Ken spotted a grouper that was many hundreds of pounds just sitting in the shal-

lows only about a foot below the surface. While cruising offshore going to an island 30 miles away I just missed 

rolling up on the back of a Gray Whale by a foot or two. We also had a dining adventure in a Mexican village 

when we thought the Vienna sausage tasted better than we were accustomed to when someone noticed that our 

Vienna sausage had suckers. Octopus! We would only go to sea about every other day so the family could rest 

and also enjoy the tide pools that were everywhere. 

 

Today I still go on trips with my family even though my children are now adults and have their own families we still 

get together and talk about those days. We the family have made many diving adventures trips together. We now 

have some additions to our family group: my son and his wife Karen have twin girls and my daughter Karen is 

now married to Jan Abadschieff who is a very experience Underwater Photographer and has dove many different 

places of the world. Maybe now with our expanded family the Old Salt can learn to take some decent underwater 

pictures, for we are all going to Hawaii in August, 2015. 

 

The Old Salt 

 

 

In Memorial of Jean Himes 

Submitted by Alicia Grimes 

 

 

It is with a heavy heart I report that we have lost another member of HUPS, 

our dear friend Jean Himes after a long and well fought battle with cancer.  

Anyone who knew Jean knows what a spark of enthusiasm she was to  

everyone she met.   

 

You only have to take a look at her Facebook page to see how beloved she 

was and how many lives she affected in the diving community as well as an 

educator  in the Houston School System.  She was such a privilege to know 

and I ask that we all keep her friends and family in our thoughts and prayers 

during this difficult time. 

http://www.hups.org/
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Month Date Presenter Show Title & Synopsis Contest Topic 

January 5th Dennis Deavenport 
Costa Rica and Cocos Island 

 (Okeanos Aggressor)  
Two or More of a Kind 

February 2nd Tom & Kay Collier Komodo     Toothy  

March 2nd Cecilia Clementi Raja Ampat    Eels   

April 6th Bess Bright & Joe Holden Underwater in the Bahamas 
 Gobies, Blennies, Jaw Fish, 

Triple Fins  

May 4th Beata Lerman Gulf of  Eilat  Long and Thin - Fish or Critters  

June 1st Mike Greuter Mexico’s Three Coasts   Patterns  

July 6th Ken Knezick 
Don’t just take photo’s—compose your  

underwater images 

  Reef Scenes with Diver or 

Divers  

August 3rd Invited Members My Best Shot’s and Why I Like Them Natural Light  

September 7th  TBA Unusual Shapes  

October 5th BVI participants  BVI Club Trip   Cephalopods  

November 2nd  TBA  Night Life  

December 7th Christmas Party Best of HUPS 

Best of HUPS  

 (monthly winners in Novice, 
Intermediate, & Advanced + 

Creative topics)  

http://www.hups.org/
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The Houston Underwater Photographic Society meets at 

the Bayland Community Center starting at 7:00 PM. 
(Social time begins at 6:45) 

 
(6400 Bissonnet, near the Hillcroft intersection) 

Visitors are always welcome. 

2015 HUPS Officers 

 
President:  

Russell Ramsey 
Vice President:  

Dennis Deavenport 
Secretary:  

Tammy Allyn 

Treasurer:  
Tom Collier 

Membership/
Newsletter: 

Alicia Grimes 
Photo Contest:  

Dennis Deavenport 
TGCC Rep: 

Alicia Grimes 
Frank Burek /  

Debbie Mensay 
Web Master:  

Joe Holden 
Workshops:  

Lance Glowacki 

Trip Coordinator:  
Jim Mensay 

Historian:  
Frank Burek 

Special Events:  
Jan Baughman 

 

Board of Directors 
Jan Baughman 

Bess Bright 
Frank Burek 

Martin Daniels 
Lance Glowacki 

Alicia Grimes 

Mike Greuter 
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